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the new operating system also comes with more useful applications that makes it easier for windows
users to do their work. the operating system also comes with the ability to create virtual desktops

(vds) and use them simultaneously on different monitors. this is a great way to get a more
productive system. the security feature of windows 10 is more advanced than windows 8 and

windows 8.1. microsoft has elevated privilege in windows 10. this means the user is now granted
admin rights automatically without having to click on the “give me administrative privileges” option.
windows users who are familiar with windows 8 and windows 8.1 can quickly learn the new windows
10 interface. windows 10 uses the same interface and file structure as windows 8. it comes with a
new file structure and a revamped start menu. however, the old links are back now and you can

download windows 7 ultimate iso, windows 7 professional iso, windows 7 enterprise iso (along with
windows 8 iso as well) from them. the link below is valid and will lead you to the right place. the

above links are for windows 7 ultimate/professional/home premium iso downloads. there is no direct
link for windows 8 iso download from the online store. however, you can get it from the above links.
alternatively, windows 8 ultimate iso is available as torrent from the internet. download microsoft

windows 7 ultimate iso and install it on a pc that has uefi boot enabled. we need to highlight that this
is an offline installation. because of the same, you won't get the option to install the os on any of

your online active subscriptions.
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the windows 10 public
preview build is now

available for download
and after the public

release, microsoft will
provide new update to the

technical preview of
windows 10. windows 10

will be released to general
public in november of
2015. so what are the

advantages and
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disadvantages of
upgrading to windows 10?

let us know in the
comments section below.
to download windows 10
iso file, you have to first

download the below
windows 10 iso image file.
it is a valid iso file for 32
and 64 bit processors. so
download, and install in
your pc. but you have to
be warned. if you install

windows 10 as an
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upgrade, it will erase all
the existing data in your

pc. this way, the only
option is to clean install

windows 10. just be ready
to erase everything. the
new interface is cleaner

than windows 8 and
windows 8.1. microsoft
has done a good job in

enhancing the interface in
windows 10. it looks

better and works better.
microsoft has also
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provided more options to
make the whole windows

experience better.
windows 7 is now a
microsoft's official

operating system and will
continue to be updated till
the end of life cycle. the
main difference between
the two operating system
is that windows 10 has a

lot more settings to
adjust. windows 10 also
has a lot of new features
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such as windows hello,
continuum, smoother

start, swiftkey, microsoft
edge, windows defender,
windows ink, microsoft

solitaire collection,
microsoft solitaire

freecell, microsoft to-do
among others. windows

10 has better secure
options than windows 8

and 8.1. 5ec8ef588b
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